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Modulation of CA3 Afferent Inputs by Novelty and Theta
Rhythm
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Models of hippocampal function suggest that the modulation of CA3 afferent input during theta rhythm allows for a rapid alternation
between encoding and retrieval states, with each phase enhancing either extrinsic or intrinsic CA3 afferents, favoring either encoding or
retrieval, respectively. Here, we show that during the initial exploration of a novel environment by rats, intrinsic CA3-CA3 synaptic inputs
are attenuated on CA3 theta peaks, favoring extrinsic CA3 inputs, whereas extrinsic perforant path-CA3 synaptic inputs are attenuated on
CA3 theta troughs, favoring intrinsic CA3 inputs. This modulation is absent when animals are re-exposed to the same environment 2 or
48 h later and thus habituates with familiarity, suggesting a process involved in learning. Modulation of CA3 synaptic inputs during
novelty was blocked by atropine at a dose that blocks type 2 theta rhythm. Re-exposure to the same novel environment 48 h later in the
absence of atropine did not result in habituation, but instead modulated CA3 synaptic responses as though the environment were novel
and explored for the first time. The NMDA receptor antagonist (�)-3-(2-carboxypiperazin-4-yl)propyl-1-phosphonic acid (CPP), admin-
istered in a dose that blocks long-term potentiation induction, did not alter CA3 synaptic modulation during initial exploration. However,
like atropine, CPP blocked the habituation of synaptic modulation normally observed with re-exposure, as though the environment were
novel and explored for the first time. Thus, as predicted theoretically, recurrent and cortical CA3 afferents are differentially modulated
during phases of theta rhythm. This modulation is atropine sensitive and habituates in an NMDA receptor-dependent manner, suggest-
ing an NMDA receptor-dependent process that, in conjunction with theta rhythm, contributes to encoding of novel information in the
hippocampus.
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Introduction
The CA3 region of the hippocampus is thought to play an essen-
tial role in memory, as this region may act as an autoassociative
device by virtue of its extensive recurrent excitatory connections
that permit pattern completion and recollection (Marr, 1971;
McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Treves and Rolls, 1992, 1994).
Behavioral studies also implicate the CA3 region in encoding
(Marr, 1971; Lee and Kesner, 2004; Moser and Moser, 2003; Na-
kazawa et al., 2002), and, by favoring either pattern separation or
pattern completion, the CA3 region can alternate between encod-
ing or retrieval states (Hasselmo et al., 1995; Lee et al., 2004;
Leutgeb et al., 2004; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004;
Guzowski et al., 2004).

A problem inherent in neural network models that perform
both encoding and retrieval is encoding new information with-
out disrupting previously stored information (“the stability-
plasticity dilemma”) (Grossberg, 1987; McNaughton and Morris,

1987; O’Reilly and McClelland, 1994; McClelland et al., 1995;
Rolls and Treves, 1998; Abraham and Robins, 2005). If recurrent
excitatory synapses strengthened from previously encoded infor-
mation influence synaptic plasticity during new encoding, such
activity can corrupt both previously stored and newly encoded
information (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Hertz et al., 1991;
Hasselmo and Bower, 1992; Rolls and Treves, 1998; Hasselmo et
al., 2002; Hasselmo, 2005). In the pyriform cortex, one way this
problem is resolved is by the selective attenuation of recurrent
(intrinsic) synapses by acetylcholine during encoding so that ex-
trinsic cortical inputs can direct plasticity (Hasselmo and Bower,
1992).

Acetylcholine also is involved in the generation of theta
rhythm, a 4 –12 Hz near-sinusoidal oscillation observed in the
hippocampal formation (Buzsaki, 2002; Hasselmo, 2005). One
way the stability-plasticity dilemma may be resolved in the hip-
pocampus is by the separation of encoding and retrieval states on
distinct phases of theta (Hasselmo et al., 1995, 2002; Kunec et al.,
2005). In these models, each theta cycle involves afferent-specific
changes in synaptic transmission that enhance the influence of
either extrinsic (extrahippocampal) or intrinsic (recurrent or in-
trahippocampal) inputs during theta peaks or theta troughs. This
is suggested to allow for the separation of encoding or retrieval
states, respectively (Hasselmo et al., 1995, 2002; Kunec et al.,
2005). Previous studies support this view, and indicate that, in the
CA1 region in vivo, intrinsic Schaffer collateral-CA1 responses
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are attenuated on local theta peaks in urethane-anesthetized rats
(Wyble et al., 2000). Moreover, current source density analyses
reveal an alternation of perforant path and Schaffer collateral
currents during theta oscillations, suggesting modulation of in-
trinsic and extrinsic CA1 afferent inputs synchronous with theta
(Brankack et al., 1993; Kamondi et al., 1998).

Modulation of afferent inputs by theta also is thought to op-
erate among extrinsic and intrinsic, recurrent afferents of the
CA3 region (Kunec et al., 2005). Our previous studies have ex-
amined both “extrinsic” perforant path-CA3 and “intrinsic”
commissural/associational (cCA3-CA3) synaptic responses in
the intact animal (Do et al., 2002; Martinez et al., 2002). We used
this preparation to assess modulation of CA3 synaptic responses
during theta rhythm generated endogenously while exploring
novel environments. Here we show that, with theta generated
during exploration of novel environments, intrinsic CA3-CA3
responses are attenuated on local theta peaks, whereas extrinsic
perforant path-CA3 responses are attenuated on local theta
troughs, as predicted theoretically (Hasselmo et al., 1995, 2002;
Kunec et al., 2005). This attenuation habituates with re-exposure
to the same novel environment, suggesting an effect associated
with learning. In addition, habituation was blocked by musca-
rinic and NMDA receptor antagonists. Thus the modulation of
CA3 inputs and its habituation reflect a theta-related process in
the hippocampus that, in conjunction with NMDA receptors,
contributes to the encoding of new information.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. These studies were conducted in accordance with the standards
established in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the
University of Texas at San Antonio. Eighteen adult male Sprague Dawley
rats (400 –500 g; �3– 4 months of age, Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were
individually housed on a 12 h light/dark cycle and had access to food and
water ad libitum.

Permanent electrode implantation. Permanent electrodes were im-
planted as described previously (Villarreal et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2004).
Briefly, rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (Nembutal, 65
mg/kg, Henry Schein, Melville, NY) with supplemental injections (10
mg/kg) to maintain a surgical level of anesthesia. Temperature was main-
tained during surgical procedures with an isothermal heating pad. Under
sterile conditions, a Teflon-coated stainless-steel recording electrode
(0.005 inch diameter; A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA) was placed in the
stratum pyramidale of the CA3b region of the hippocampus [anteropos-
terior (AP) �3.5 mm, mediolateral (ML) �3.5 mm, Dorsoventral (DV)
�3.3 mm] (Paxinos and Watson, 1994; Martinez et al., 2002). Synaptic
responses were evoked in the CA3 region (Fig. 1 A) using bipolar elec-
trodes made from twisted stainless-steel wires (0.005 inch diameter)
placed in both the stratum radiatum of the contralateral CA3 region at a
point homotopic to the CA3 recording electrode (AP �3.5 mm, ML
�3.5 mm, DV �2.5–3.0 mm) (Paxinos and Watson, 1994) to evoke
commissural/associational-CA3 (cCA3-CA3) responses (Derrick and
Martinez, 1994), and in the dorsomedial aspect of the angular bundle to
evoke medial perforant path-CA3 (mPP-CA3) responses (AP �8.1 mm,
ML �4.1 mm, DV �2.3 mm) (McNaughton and Barnes, 1977; Paxinos
and Watson, 1994; Do et al., 2002). In some animals a second recording
electrode was placed in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare of the CA1
region above the hippocampal fissure (AP �4.0 mm, ML �2.5 mm, DV
�2.5–2.8 mm) (Paxinos and Watson, 1994) or in the CA3c/hilar region
of the dentate gyrus (AP �3.5 mm, ML �2.0 mm, DV �3.2 mm) (Paxi-
nos and Watson, 1994) to allow simultaneous recording of fissure or hilar
theta rhythm, and the comparison of fissure and hilar theta with theta
observed in the CA3 stratum pyramidale.

Electrodes were attached to gold amphenol pins (Small Parts, Miami
Lakes, FL) mounted in plastic nine-pin MacIntyre sockets (Ginder Sci-
entific, Ottawa, ON), and affixed to the skull with stainless steel screws

and dental acrylic (Medix, Reseda, CA). Post surgery, rats were given
150,000 IU of Penicillin G (i.m.; AmTech, Fort Dodge, IA), and Rimydal
(100 mg/d for 2 d postsurgery; Bioserve, Frenchtown, NJ). Rats were
allowed to recover for at least 2 weeks before data collection.

Collection of EEG and field EPSPs in behaving rodents. The magnitude
of hippocampal synaptic responses is influenced by theta phase observed
in the same hippocampal field (Wyble et al., 2000). We therefore re-
corded 1 s epochs of EEG from the CA3 pyramidal cell layer to observe
local CA3 theta rhythm and any effects on evoked CA3 synaptic re-
sponses. Responses were evoked 900 ms into each 1 s EEG epoch, so that
each 1 s EEG epoch had either an evoked mPP-CA3 or CA3-CA3 re-
sponse in the last 100 ms of the epoch, allowing identification of re-
sponses evoked on theta peaks and troughs. Both field EPSPs and EEG
were recorded from a single CA3 electrode in the stratum pyramidale
within a single 1 s epoch. Either cCA3-CA3 or mPP-CA3 field EPSPs were
evoked by stimulation of the perforant path or the contralateral CA3
region using a biphasic constant current pulse (0.1 ms/phase, 100 – 450
�A) delivered at an intensity producing responses that were �50% of the
asymptotic (maximal) slope response. Each EEG epoch with cCA3-CA3
or mPP-CA3 evoked response were collected alternately at a rate of 0.167
Hz for each stimulation site (0.333 Hz total stimulation rate), amplified
(1000�), filtered at 0.3 Hz–10 kHz, digitized (1 s at 8.6 kHz) and stored
for off-line analysis using commercially available software (Datawave
Technologies, Berthoud, CO).

Stimulation was not phase locked with ongoing theta rhythm, allow-
ing for a random evocation of responses on various phases of endoge-
nous theta rhythm (Wyble et al., 2000). The selection of evoked responses
falling on either CA3 theta peaks or troughs within the 1 s EEG epoch was
determined off-line, and responses were included for analysis only when
(1) fast Fourier transforms (FFT) analyses revealed the frequency of max-
imal power (millivolts per squared millisecond) in the theta range (4 –12
Hz) within a 1–50 Hz band, (2) stimulation artifacts fell within a 60 ms
window 30 ms before or after the maximum point of each theta peak or
the minimum point of each theta trough (see Fig. 1 B), and (3) at least 10
responses occurred on both CA3 theta peaks and troughs in each animal
in each environmental condition.

To assess the effect of theta phase on cCA3-CA3 or mPP-CA3 field
EPSP responses, the magnitude of slopes (millivolts per millisecond) of
responses falling on either CA3 theta peaks or CA3 theta troughs were
averaged over the first 20 min in the novel environment. Average theta
peak and trough response magnitudes were then compared with the
average magnitude of responses collected in the familiar (home) cage
(baseline responses representing 100% response magnitude). Peak and
trough response amplitudes are presented as a percentage (�SEM) of the
average magnitude of home cage baseline responses, and were compared
using a repeated-measures (RM) one-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s
tests (Keppel and Zedeck, 1991).

In addition to raw EEG, EEG was filtered (0.1 Hz– 0.1 kHz) and re-
corded simultaneously, reducing high-frequency activity typically seen
in the CA3 pyramidal layer, and aiding in the identification of theta peaks
and troughs for analysis (Orr et al., 2001). Theta also was recorded simul-
taneously in the CA3c/dentate hilus region or the hippocampal fissure
(�500 –700 �m below the CA1 pyramidal cell layer) to compare local
CA3 theta with theta observed at the fissure and hilar/CA3c sites (n � 8).

For spectral analysis of raw EEGs, the power of EEG (squared milli-
volts) within the theta frequency range (4 –12 Hz) was assessed in each 1 s
epoch using discrete FFTs (DataWave Technologies, Berthoud, CO).
Measures of theta were calculated from averaged FFT of each 1 s epoch
over the initial 20 min in each environmental condition (200 1 s epochs
from a single channel averaged for each animal in each condition). EEG
was collected after placement in either novel cages, familiar cages, or the
animal’s home cage. Fourier estimates of theta power, the frequency of
maximal power, and percentage of total power (1–50 Hz bandwidth)
within each theta frequency (4 –12 Hz) was assessed for each 1 s EEG
epoch. Measures of total power, percent power of frequencies within the
theta band (4 –12 Hz), and frequency of maximal power from averaged
FFTs were compared within animals in novel environments and familiar
environments using a two-way RM ANOVA.

In studies assessing the effects of NMDA or muscarinic receptor an-
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tagonists on CA3 synaptic modulation, drugs were dissolved in sterile
ultrapure water and administered i.p. either 90 min [(�)-3-(2-
carboxypiperazin-4-yl)propyl-1-phosphonic acid (CPP; 3 or 10 mg/kg]
or 60 min (atropine sulfate, 50 mg/kg; both from Tocris, Ellisville, MO)
before the initial exploration of a novel environment.

Similar analyses of EEG were used to determine the effects of a 50
mg/kg dose of atropine sulfate, or a 3 or 10 mg/kg doses of CPP, on EEG
and theta rhythm. EEG was collected 90 min after administration of CPP
(3 or 10 mg/kg) or 1 h after administration of atropine sulfate (50 mg/kg)
during the first 20 min of a 30 min period of exploring a novel environ-
ment. Measures were compared with responses collected in animals ex-
ploring a novel environment after treatment with the water vehicle. FFTs
of 1 s EEG epochs collected over the first 20 min period of exploration
were averaged and analyzed as above, and average total power, percent-
age of theta power, percentage of power at each frequency, and frequency
of maximal power were averaged for each drug, and compared with
vehicle control using a two-way ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s tests.

Novel environments elicit exploration and theta rhythm, thought to
reflect a sustained period over which the animal is acquiring new infor-
mation (Davis et al., 2004). Novel environments were made from Plexi-
glas cages identical in size to the home cage (47 � 25 � 20 cm) and
included fresh bedding and 4 –5 plastic or metal objects, such as boxes
and small toys. Objects were permanently mounted on the cage floor to
maintain the configuration of objects within each cage. Novel cages were
wiped down with ethanol before each use, except in habituation experi-
ments, where novel cages were unaltered after initial exploration.

Exploratory behaviors include a number of diverse actions, including
locomotion. As increased locomotor activity can increase the generation
of theta rhythm (Vanderwolf, 1969), we measured the overall activity of
each rat during each of multiple 30 -min recordings done in either a
familiar or novel environment using an activity monitor (Videomex-V;
Columbus, Columbus, OH) which acquires and analyzes movement by a
pixel-by-pixel analysis of contrast changes within the entire cage area
(47 � 25 cm, with a resolution of 1000 pixels/cm 2). Activity during
exploration of novel or familiar environments is expressed as the total
number of pixels detecting contrast change over the 30 min period, and is
compared among conditions within each animal using a RM ANOVA,
and among treatments using a one-way ANOVA.

In addition to analysis of the effects of CPP on EEG and theta rhythm,
we also confirmed that the 3 mg/kg dose of CPP used in these studies
blocks the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) (Hernandez et al.,
1994). CPP (3 mg/kg in water vehicle) or vehicle alone was administered
90 min before collection of baseline responses, during which either
cCA3-CA3 or mPP-CA3 responses were collected for a 20 min period.
LTP was then induced using four 0.5 s, 100 Hz trains delivered at 15 s
intervals to either the mPP or cCA3 stimulating electrode while animals
were awake. One hour later, this was repeated with the alternate pathway
(with the order of the tetanized pathway counterbalanced in both vehicle
and CPP groups). Potentiation was assessed by comparing response am-
plitudes evoked 25–30 min post-tetanus with average baseline response
magnitudes 5 min before tetanus. The effects of CPP on LTP magnitude
were compared with animals receiving only water vehicle using a one-
way ANOVA.

Correct electrode placements were verified by stereotaxic coordinates,
audio localization of the CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cell layers, and by
histological examination of CA3 electrode placement in cresyl violet-
stained sections from brains cryoprotected in 30% sucrose (see Fig. 1 E).
Animals with recording or stimulating electrodes that were not within
the CA3 pyramidal region or fissure and hilar sites were excluded from
analyses.

Experimental design. In studies assessing the effects of novel environ-
ments on intrinsic and extrinsic CA3 synaptic responses, we recorded
field EPSPs evoked in both novel and familiar environments as described
previously (Davis et al., 2004). Before data collection, animals were anes-
thetized briefly with isofluorane and connected to the recording appara-
tus, and placed in an isolation box while still in its home cage for a 30 min
period to acclimate to the isolation box environment. EEG and cCA3-
CA3 and mPP-CA3 baseline responses were then collected in 1 s epochs
alternately at a rate of 0.167 Hz/pathway for an additional 30 min period

in the animal’s home cage. Rats were reoriented in their home cage before
this collection period to control for any effects of handling when trans-
ferring rats from the home cage to novel environments. After the collec-
tion of baseline responses, animals were then transferred from their
home cage to a novel cage and placed in the isolation box. Both cCA3-
CA3 and mPP-CA3 responses were again collected at the same rate and
current intensity for 30 min.

Our previous studies on the effect of novel environments on LTP
revealed an enhancement of LTP when induced while exploring novel
environments, although this enhancement habituated once the animal
became familiar with the environment (Davis et al., 2004). Our prelimi-
nary studies also suggest that the modulation of CA3 responses by theta
rhythm is absent when animals were in their home cage or familiar en-
vironments (Dieguez et al., 2004). We therefore also collected EEG and
evoked CA3 responses while animals re-explored the same environment
either 2 or 48 h after the initial period of exploration to assess the effect of
theta phase on CA3 responses during re-exposure to the now-familiar
environment. The magnitude of field EPSP slopes (millivolts per milli-
second) that fell on local theta peaks or local theta troughs were averaged
over a 30 min period of re-exposure to the same novel environment 2 or
48 h later. Responses evoked on theta peaks and troughs were calculated
as a percentage of the average magnitude of baseline responses collected
again in the home cage 30 min before placement in the previously ex-
plored novel cage. Peak and trough response magnitudes are presented as
a percent (�SEM) of the average baseline response magnitude from
responses collected in the home cage, and compared using a one-way RM
ANOVA and post hoc Tukey’s tests (Keppel and Zedeck, 1991).

Results
Theta rhythm elicits afferent- and theta phase-specific
changes in CA3 synaptic responses during novelty
exploration
When recorded from the stratum pyramidale of the CA3 region,
theta rhythm is observed, although CA3 theta is smaller in am-
plitude than theta recorded at other hippocampal sites (Buzsaki,
1986), and was �180° out of phase with theta recorded at the
hippocampal fissure (n � 3) (Fig. 1C) and, thus, in phase with
theta observed in the CA1 pyramidal layer (Fox et al., 1983;
Buzsaki, 2002; Csicsvari et al., 1999; Gray and McNaughton,
2003), consistent with previous findings indicating that CA3 neu-
ronal firing is phase locked with theta rhythm, and that CA3 and
CA1 pyramidal cells fire in synchrony during locally recorded
theta (Fox et al., 1983, 1986; Csicsvari et al., 1999; Kocsis et al.,
1999; Buzsaki, 2002; Bland et al., 2005; Hasselmo, 2005). Theta
observed in the stratum pyramidale of CA3 may be locally gen-
erated by a dipole formed by dentate mossy fiber output to the
CA3 region (Buzsaki, 1986). However, theta observed in CA3
region also was observed to be in phase with theta recorded from
the hilar/CA3c region (n � 4) (Fig. 1C), and may be volume
conducted from dentate/hilar region, in line with the view that
the dentate/hilar region serves as a distinct intrahippocampal
generator of theta (Wiig et al., 1994; Kocsis et al., 1999; Buzsaki,
2002). Thus, theta recorded in the CA3 pyramidal layer may be
locally generated in CA3, or volume conducted from adjacent
dentate/hilar regions. Regardless, theta rhythm observed locally
in the stratum pyramidale of CA3 was 180 o out of phase with
fissure theta, and thus in phase with local CA1 and CA3 theta
(Fox et al., 1983; Brankack et al., 1993; Csicsvari et al., 1999;
Buzsaki, 2002) and served as an indicator of local theta phase
within the CA3 region (Bland et al., 2005), allowing for assess-
ment of variations in CA3 synaptic responses during distinct
phases of theta rhythm.

Theta rhythm recorded in behaving animals in both the CA1
and dentate regions is normally comprised of both type 1
(movement-related) and type 2 (atropine-sensitive) theta, as
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theta still can be observed after doses of
atropine that block type 2 theta rhythm
(Vanderwolf, 1969; Buzsaki, 2002; Gray
and McNaughton, 2003). Type 2 theta is
associated with sensory processing and
arousal (Sainsbury et al., 1987; Gray and
McNaughton, 2003) and is typically ob-
served during alert immobility (Vander-
wolf, 1969; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978;
Vanderwolf and Leung, 1983; Sainsbury et
al., 1987). Although type 2 theta is report-
edly difficult to elicit in rats (Gray and Mc-
Naughton, 2003), it is elicited in rats when
sniffing (Gray, 1971), when presented with
conditioning stimuli (Whishaw, 1972), or
in response to sensory stimuli, particularly
in aroused states (Sainsbury et al., 1987).
Although theta rhythm was observed fre-
quently during immobility in novel envi-
ronments, theta rhythm was attenuated,
but not eliminated, in novel environments
by atropine sulfate (50 mg/kg, i.p.) (Fig.
1D). The occurrence of theta during both
immobility, as well as in the presence of
atropine, together suggest that theta
rhythm observed in the CA3 region is
comprised of both type 1 and 2 theta
rhythm.

Responses were first collected for 30
min in the home cage, and served as a base-
line for response magnitudes to determine
whether synaptic responses are altered
during theta phases, and, if so, if this is a
result of increasing or decreasing synaptic
responsiveness. After placement in a novel
environment, theta in the 4 –12 Hz range
was frequently observed. The generation
of theta at CA3 sites was not dependent on
ambulation, and often was observed when
the animal was motionless or stationary
and investigating objects. An analysis of
evoked perforant path and cCA3-CA3
synaptic responses elicited during theta
while animals explored the novel cage re-
vealed that cCA3-CA3 EPSP slopes were
significantly reduced on theta peaks when compared with both
cCA3-CA3 baseline responses evoked in the home cage and
cCA3-CA3 responses evoked on theta troughs (80 � 4% of base-
line on theta peaks vs 104 � 6% on theta troughs; F(2,8) � 14.6;
p � 0.01, ANOVA, Tukey’s tests; n � 5) (Fig. 2). In contrast,
mPP-CA3 EPSP magnitudes were not altered on theta peaks dur-
ing novelty exploration. However, mPP-CA3 responses were re-
duced significantly on local theta troughs when compared with
both home cage baseline responses and mPP-CA3 responses
evoked on theta peaks (84 � 3% of baseline on theta troughs vs
109 � 3% on theta peaks (F(2,8) � 20.6; p � 0.01, ANOVA; n � 5)
(Fig. 2). These data indicate novelty exploration elicits a differen-
tial, afferent and theta phase-specific attenuation of intrinsic
(cCA3-CA3) and extrinsic (mPP-CA3) synaptic responses dur-
ing local theta peaks and troughs, respectively. This corresponds
to the changes in afferent input that have been suggested to parcel
encoding and retrieval processes (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Kunec et
al., 2005).

Theta modulation of CA3 afferent inputs habituates with re-
exposure to the novel environment
Our preliminary studies reported that the modulation of CA3
responses during theta rhythm was not observed in the animal’s
home cage or in familiar environments (Dieguez et al., 2004). We
therefore determined if the modulation of CA3 synapses seen
during the initial exploration of a novel environment also is ob-
served during re-exposure to the same novel environment 2 h
later. Because the modulation of CA3 afferent input is suggested
to mediate both encoding and retrieval, the modulation of CA3
synaptic inputs observed during initial exploration also would be
expected to occur during re-exposure, as recognition involves the
retrieval of previously encoded information.

However, whereas cCA3-CA3 responses were reduced signif-
icantly on theta peaks during the initial exploration of the novel
environment, this effect was absent after re-exposure to this same
novel environment 2 h later, as evidenced by the absence of any
alterations of cCA3-CA3 response magnitudes when evoked on

Figure 1. Recording of EEG and field potentials in the CA3 region. A, Schematic diagram of the intact rodent preparation as used
to collect field potentials in the CA3 stratum pyramidale evoked by stimulation of the medial angular bundle (mPP) and the
commissural/associational fibers within the contralateral CA3 region (cCA3). B, Graphic representation of responses collected
during theta rhythm. Only CA3 responses evoked 30 ms before or after the maximum or minimum points of theta peaks and
troughs were measured. Shown are examples of CA3 responses evoked on the peak and trough of theta recorded in the CA3
stratum pyramidale. C, Comparison of theta rhythm recorded at the hippocampal fissure at the dentate/CA1 border, the hilar/CA3
region of the dentate gyrus, and the stratum pyramidale of CA3. Note that at both hilar and CA3 sites, theta is �180 o out of phase
with theta recorded at the fissure. D, Histogram of fast Fourier transforms (frequency vs EEG power shown in squared millivolts
�SEM) of 200 1 s EEG epochs averaged during the first 20 min exploring a novel environment. Shown are the effects of 50 mg/kg
atropine sulfate (n � 4, dashed line � SEM) and water vehicle (n � 4, solid line � SEM). Atropine-treated animals displayed an
increase in the theta frequency of maximum power, and an attenuation of theta power among lower frequencies of the theta
(6 – 8 Hz), although these effects only approached significance (for 6 Hz, p � 0.10; n � 8). However, the total power, total theta
power, percent theta power, and normalized power at each frequency (4 –12 Hz) all were not altered significantly by atropine
when recorded in the CA3 pyramidal cell region (all p � 0.05, RM ANOVA). E, Placement of CA3 recording electrodes for each
subject as verified by histological analysis of cresyl-violet-stained sections, with electrode termination sites shown as circles, with
termination sites determined by sclerosis, blood tracks, and cell displacement. n � 18.
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theta peaks when compared with both baseline responses and
trough cCA3-CA3 responses (F(2,8) � 1.18; p � 0.05, RM
ANOVA; n � 5) (Fig. 3A). Similarly, the reduction of mPP-CA3
responses on theta troughs also was absent after re-exposure to
the same novel environment 2 h later (F(2,8) � 0.01; p � 0.05, RM
ANOVA; n � 5) (Fig. 3B). The modulation of CA3 synaptic
responses in a novel environment and its subsequent habituation
are summarized in Figure 3C. A comparison of theta rhythm,
including total theta power, mean theta frequency, and percent
theta power (4 –12 Hz) within a 1–50 Hz band revealed no differ-
ences in theta during re-exposure when compared with theta
generated during the initial period of exploration (mean fre-
quency of maximal power, 5.4 � 0.9 Hz in the novel environ-
ment, and 6.2 � 0.8 Hz during re-exposure to the novel environ-
ment; F(1,4) � 0.29, p � 0.05, RM ANOVA n � 5; mean percent
theta, 43.4 � 2% in novel; with re-exposure, 42.8 � 0.6%; F(1,4) �
0.045, p � 0.05, RM ANOVA, n � 5).

It is possible that the attenuation of CA3 field EPSPs observed
in novel environments, and its subsequent habituation, may be
related to locomotor activity. Locomotor activity is associated
with the generation of theta rhythm (Vanderwolf, 1969), and
because overall activity may have been greater during the initial
periods of exploration (Meeter et al., 2004), the habituation of
CA3 response modulation could arise simply from reduced loco-
motion with familiarity, and a corresponding reduction in theta
rhythm. To address this possibility, we monitored overall activity
during both the period of initial exposure and the period of re-
exposure to the same novel environment. There was a nonsignif-
icant reduction in overall activity when rats explored or re-
explored the novel cage 2 h later (77.0 � 10 5 � 11.3 � 10 5 vs
73.2 � 10 5 � 15.1 � 10 5 pixels; F(1,4) � 0.34, p � 0.59, RM
ANOVA; n � 5).

Together, these data indicate that the initial exploration of a
novel environment causes theta-phase and afferent-specific
changes in CA3 synaptic transmission as predicted theoretically
(Hasselmo et al., 2002; Kunec et al., 2005). Importantly, this
modulation of CA3 synaptic responses is not observed with re-
exposure to the same novel environment 2 h later (Fig. 3A–C),
indicating that the modulation of CA3 synaptic inputs during
theta habituates with familiarity.

Atropine blocks theta modulation of CA3 afferents
The modulation of CA3 responses during local theta rhythm ha-
bituates with familiarity, suggesting that this effect reflects a pro-
cess involved in learning about the novel environment (Meeter et
al., 2004). A crucial factor in this effect is thought to be cholin-
ergically mediated type 2 theta rhythm (Hasselmo et al., 2002;
Kunec et al., 2005) a distinct form of theta rhythm associated with
arousal and sensory processing (Sainsbury et al., 1987; Gray and
McNaughton, 2003). If the modulation of CA3 synaptic inputs
involves type 2 theta rhythm, then administration of atropine in a
dose that eliminates type 2 theta would be expected to attenuate
the modulation of CA3 synaptic responses during theta. There-
fore, we investigated the contribution of type 2 theta rhythm to
modulation of CA3 responses by administering atropine sulfate
(50 mg/kg) 1 h before the initial period of exploration of novel
environments.

In these studies, tests of habituation were performed 48 h after
drug administration and initial exploration to allow drugs to
clear. We therefore first determined whether habituation could
be observed at the 48 h time point in animals given only the
vehicle. In animals receiving the water vehicle 60 min before
exploration of a novel environment, a significant attenuation was
observed (Fig. 4A), with a significant attenuation of cCA3-CA3
responses on theta peaks (79 � 4% of baseline on theta peaks vs
101 � 2% on theta troughs; F(2,6) � 38.65; p � 0.001, RM
ANOVA; n � 4) and mPP-CA3 responses on theta troughs (80 �
4% of baseline on theta troughs vs 101 � 1% on theta peaks; F(2,6)

� 34.37; p � 0.001; n � 4). The habituation of the synaptic
modulation effect, as reflected in the absence of modulation with
re-exposure, was assessed by comparing the magnitude of re-
sponses evoked during the initial period of exploration with re-
sponses evoked during re-exposure. Habituation was evident af-
ter re-exposure to the environment 48 h later in both
commissural (F(2,6) � 19.06; p � 0.05, RM ANOVA; n � 4) and
medial perforant path responses (F(2,6) � 36.92; p � 0.01; n � 4)
(Fig. 4A). No differences in overall activity were observed in
vehicle-treated animals during the initial period of exposure and
re-exposure to the environment (F(1,4) � 0.48; p � 0.52, RM
ANOVA).

Administration of atropine sulfate (50 mg/kg) had no effect
on the total power over a 1–50 Hz band, or percentage of power in
the 4 –12 Hz theta range ( p � 0.05; n � 4). The power of lower
theta frequencies (6 and 8 Hz) was reduced by atropine, although
this only approached significance (Fig. 1D) (RM ANOVA, p �
0.11 for 6 Hz). Thus, theta rhythm could still be observed locally
in the CA3 region in the presence of atropine, consistent with
previous studies indicating atropine, although effective in block-
ing type 2 theta, does not eliminate all theta rhythm (Gray and
McNaughton, 2003; Leung and Shen, 2004). However, atropine
blocked the modulation of CA3 responses typically observed dur-
ing the initial exploration of a novel environment in both cCA3-
CA3 (F(2,6) � 1.94; RM ANOVA, p � 0.22) as well as mPP-CA3
responses (F(2,6) � 0.27; p � 0.77) as compared with home cage
baseline responses (Fig. 4B). When compared with vehicle-

Figure 2. Differential effects of theta phase on CA3-CA3 and mPP-CA3 synaptic responses
during initial exploration of a novel environment. Left, Mean percent change (�SEM) in cCA3-
CA3 field EPSP slopes (dV/dt) compared with baseline synaptic responses collected in the home
cage (defined as 100% response magnitude for each animal). A comparison of responses
evoked during the initial exploration of a novel environment show cCA3-CA3 synaptic responses
are reduced during CA3 theta peaks when compared with both baseline responses collected in
the home cage (home), and responses evoked on local theta troughs (*p � 0.05, Tukey’s test;
n � 5). Right, Mean percent change (�SEM) in mPP-CA3 synaptic responses relative to base-
line responses collected in the home cage (defined as 100% of response amplitude) during the
initial exploration of a novel environment. mPP-CA3 synaptic responses are reduced during
local CA3 theta troughs when compared with both baseline responses collected in the home
cage (home) and responses evoked on CA3 theta peaks (*p � 0.05, Tukey’s test; n � 5).
Calibration: 0.5 mV, 5 ms.
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treated controls, atropine blocked both the reduction of cCA3-
CA3 synaptic responses on theta peaks (F(1,6) � 15.02; p � 0.01,
ANOVA; n � 4) and the reduction of mPP-CA3 responses on
theta troughs (F(1,6) � 26.87; p � 0.01, ANOVA; n � 4). In
addition, measures of overall activity revealed a significant in-
crease in activity during the 30 min period of exploration in
animals treated with atropine compared with the vehicle (F(1,7) �
10.29; p � 0.05, ANOVA; n � 8). Because a 50 mg/kg dose of
atropine blocks type 2 theta, but does not eliminate all theta
(Vanderwolf and Leung, 1983; Gray and McNaughton, 2003), the
remaining, presumably type 1, theta rhythm apparently does not
modulate CA3 synaptic responses. Together, this suggests the
involvement of muscarinic receptors and atropine-sensitive
(type 2) theta rhythm in the modulation of CA3 synaptic
responses.

We also examined the effect of atropine administered during
initial exploration on habituation that is observed 48 h later. If the
modulation of CA3 afferents by type 2 theta rhythm contributes
to learning, as reflected in the habituation of CA3 synaptic mod-
ulation, atropine also would be expected to eliminate the habit-
uation that follows re-exposure to the formerly novel environ-
ment 48 h later. In atropine treated animals, the habituation of
synaptic modulation typically observed with re-exposure to the
environment was not observed. Instead, re-exposure to the same
novel environment 48 h after exploration under atropine elicited
a significant modulation of cCA3-CA3 and mPP-CA3 synaptic
responses during theta (Fig. 4B), as indicated by significant de-
creases in both cCA3-CA3 responses on theta peaks (85 � 3% of
baseline on theta peaks vs 102 � 1% on theta troughs; F(2,6) �
30.1; p � 0.001, RM ANOVA; n � 4) and mPP-CA3 responses
evoked on theta troughs (85 � 4% of baseline on theta troughs vs
104 � 1% on theta peaks; F(2,6) � 14.0; p � 0.01; n � 4) com-
pared with habituation that is observed in vehicle-treated con-
trols (Fig. 4, compare A, B). This is unusual in that modulation of
CA3 synaptic responses typically is seen only during the initial
exploration of a novel environment. Thus, re-exposure to the
same novel environment 48 h after initial exploration with atro-
pine elicited a modulation of CA3 synaptic responses during
theta, as though the environment were novel and explored for the
first time.

Although increased activity during initial exploration was ob-
served with atropine when compared with vehicle, there were no
significant differences in overall activity during the initial period
of exploration and the period of re-exposure in atropine-treated
animals (F(1,3) � 3.10; p � 0.05, RM ANOVA; n � 4). This
suggests that the block of CA3 synaptic modulation by atropine
was not related to increased ambulation, and a possible “dilu-
tion” of type 2 theta by type 1 theta with increased activity. Thus,
atropine blocked both synaptic modulation with novelty, as well
as the habituation of this modulatory effect normally observed
with re-exposure to the once-novel environment. The appear-
ance of modulation with re-exposure may have resulted from a
block of the modulatory process itself, which requires muscarinic
receptors, and possibly type 2 theta rhythm.

4

lected on theta troughs (T) or baseline responses collected in the home cage (H). Conversely,
mPP-CA3 responses were attenuated significantly on theta troughs (T) compared with re-
sponses evoked on peaks (P) and baseline responses (H). However, when re-exposed to the
same novel environment 2 h later (re-exposure), neither mPP-CA3 nor cCA3 responses were
altered by theta rhythm elicited during exploration [*p � 0.05 when compared with both
home responses and troughs (cCA3) or peak (mPP) responses, Tukey’s test; n � 5]. Calibration:
A, B, 0.5 mV, 5 ms.

Figure 3. The modulation of cCA3-CA3 and mPP-CA3 synaptic responses habituates with
re-exposure to the novel environment. A, Changes in cCA3-CA3 synaptic responses evoked on
either theta peaks (left) or troughs (right) during the initial period of exploration, and re-
exposure to the same environment 2 h later. When compared with responses evoked in the
home cage (home), cCA3-CA3 field EPSP slopes were attenuated on peaks of local theta gener-
ated during the initial exposure to a novel cage (novel). Re-exposure to the same cage 2 h later
(novel 2) elicited exploration and theta, but cCA3-CA3 responses evoked on theta peaks were
not altered during theta rhythm (*p � 0.05, Tukey’s test; n � 5). B, Changes in mPP-CA3
synaptic responses evoked on theta peaks (left) and troughs (right) during initial exploration
(novel) and re-exposure to the same environment 2 h later (novel 2). When compared with
responses evoked in the home cage (home), mPP-CA3 field EPSP slopes were attenuated on
local theta troughs generated during the initial exploration of a novel cage (novel). Re-exposure
to the same cage 2 h later (novel 2) elicited exploration and theta, but mPP-CA3 responses
evoked on local theta troughs were not altered during theta rhythm (*p � 0.05, Tukey test;
n � 5), indicating habituation of this effect. C, Summary of CA3 synaptic modulation and its
subsequent habituation after re-exposure 2 h later to the once-novel environment. Shown are
mean percent changes in mPP-CA3 and cCA3-CA3 responses relative to baseline responses
evoked in the home cage that were collected on either local CA3 theta peaks or theta troughs.
Responses were collected during the initial 30 min period of exploration and the 30 min period
of re-exposure to the novel environment 2 h later. During the initial period of exploration (initial
exposure), cCA3-CA3 responses were attenuated on theta peaks (P) relative to responses col-
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NMDA receptor antagonists block habituation
In models in which encoding and retrieval involve theta rhythm,
synaptic plasticity in CA3 afferents is suggested to mediate the
encoding of new information (Hasselmo et al., 1995, 2002; Wyble
et al., 2000; Kunec et al., 2005). The mechanism suggested to
mediate this plasticity is LTP (Hasselmo et al., 1995; Kunec et al.,
2005). Because LTP is induced preferentially on local theta peaks
(Pavlides et al., 1988; Huerta and Lisman, 1995; Orr et al., 2001;
Hyman et al., 2003), enhanced perforant path input during theta
peaks is suggested to mediate encoding by directing LTP induc-
tion within the CA3 region (Kunec et al., 2005). If LTP contrib-
utes to the encoding of new information during modulation of
CA3 inputs with theta rhythm, then administration of an NMDA
receptor antagonist in a dose that blocks either LTP induction or
afferent modulation also would be expected to block the habitu-
ation of CA3 synaptic modulation typically observed with re-
exposure to the now familiar environment.

We investigated the contribution of NMDA receptors to the
theta phase modulation and its subsequent habituation using the
NMDA receptor antagonist CPP. Previously, we showed that
CPP, at a dose of 3 and 10 mg/kg, blocks LTP induction at cCA3-
CA3 synapses in anesthetized animals (Hernandez et al., 1994).
This antagonist is also effective in blocking mPP-CA3 LTP in vivo
(Do et al., 2002). However, previous studies indicate higher doses
of NMDA receptor antagonists reduced theta total power, in line
with reports indicating the possible involvement of NMDA re-
ceptors in both type 1 (Buzsaki, 2002) and type 2 theta rhythm
(Pitkanen et al., 1995; Leung and Shen, 2004). Such effects of CPP
on theta rhythm presents a potential confound, as the effects of
CPP on theta rhythm may alter the modulatory process itself (as
suggested for atropine) rather than blocking NMDAR-mediated
synaptic plasticity hypothesized to mediate encoding on theta
peaks (Kunec et al., 2005). We therefore used a lower dose of CPP
(3 mg/kg) found effective in blocking cCA3-CA3 LTP in vivo
(Hernandez et al., 1994). When compared with vehicle-treated
controls, the 3 mg/kg dose of CPP did not alter significantly total
power (1–50 Hz) in a novel environment (vehicle, 0.052 � 0.02
mV 2 in novel environments, n � 4; 3 mg/kg CPP, 0.038 � 0.02
mV 2, n � 5), percent theta power (4 –12 Hz) over a 1–50 Hz band
(percent theta vehicle, 46 � 4%; percent theta with CPP, 50 �
4%), nor the frequency of maximal power (maximal frequency,
6.3 � 0.75 Hz for vehicle-treated controls, 6.8 � 0.25 Hz for 3
mg/kg CPP; all p � 0.05, one-way ANOVA).

When administered 90 min before the initial exploration of
the novel environment, 3 mg/kg of CPP did not alter modulation
of CA3 synaptic responses with theta rhythm (Fig. 4C). A signif-
icant reduction in cCA3-CA3 responses was observed on theta
peaks (86 � 3% of baseline on theta peaks vs 106 � 4% on theta
troughs; F(2,8) � 11.12, p � 0.01, RM ANOVA; n � 5) and a
reduction of mPP-CA3 responses was observed on theta troughs
(86 � 2% of baseline on theta troughs vs 101 � 1% on theta
peaks; F(2,8) � 58.58, p � 0.001; n � 5) (Fig. 4C). Moreover, the
magnitude of attenuation of synaptic responses during initial
exploration with CPP did not differ significantly from the that
observed in vehicle-treated controls for both cCA3-CA3 re-
sponses (F(1,7) � 1.95; p � 0.05, ANOVA; n � 9) and mPP-CA3
responses (F(1,7) � 2.37; p � 0.05, ANOVA; n � 9) (Fig. 4, com-
pare A, C).

As in our studies with atropine, tests of habituation were given
48 h after the initial exposure to allow for clearance of CPP. When
animals treated with CPP were re-exposed to the novel cage 48 h
later, the habituation of CA3 synaptic modulation typically seen
after re-exposure to the same environment in vehicle-treated an-

Figure 4. The effects of atropine and NMDA receptor antagonists on the modulation of CA3
synaptic responses and habituation. Shown are changes in mPP- and cCA3-CA3 response mag-
nitudes relative to home cage baseline responses (H; 100%) when elicited on either CA3 theta
peaks (P) or troughs (T), presented as in Figure 3C. Responses were collected during both the
initial 30 min period of exploration after administration of drug or vehicle, and during the 30
min period of re-exposure to the same, unaltered novel environment 48 h later. A, Sixty minutes
after administration of the water vehicle, modulation of CA3 responses was observed during the
initial exploration of the novel environment, with an attenuation of cCA3-CA3 responses ob-
served on theta peaks, and an attenuation of mPP-CA3 responses observed on theta troughs
(*p � 0.05, Tukey’s test; n � 4). Re-exposure to the same environment 48 h later elicited theta
rhythm, but neither cCA3-CA3 nor mPP-CA3 responses were altered significantly by theta
phases, indicating habituation of this effect. B, During the initial period of exploration (initial
exploration) and 60 min after administration of atropine sulfate in a dose known to block type
2 theta rhythm (50 mg/kg), modulation of CA3 synaptic responses that typically is seen during
the initial period of exploration was not observed. However, after re-exposure 48 h after atro-
pine administration and initial exploration, modulation of CA3 responses was then observed,
with significant attenuation of cCA3-CA3 responses and mPP-CA3 responses on theta peaks and
troughs, respectively (*p � 0.05, Tukey’s test; n � 4). C, After administration of 3 mg/kg CPP
90 min before initial exploration, the usual modulation of CA3 synaptic responses during theta
rhythm was still observed, with a significant attenuation of both cCA3-CA3 responses on theta
peaks and mPP-CA3 responses on theta troughs (*p � 0.05, Tukey’s test; n � 5). However,
upon re-exposure to the same environment 48 h later, habituation was blocked, with re-
exposure again eliciting a modulation of CA3 responses, and significant attenuation of cCA3-
CA3 and mPP-CA3 responses on theta peaks and troughs, respectively (*p � 0.05, Tukey’s test;
n � 5). The modulation of CA3 responses seen with re-exposure also did not differ significantly
from the magnitude of modulation observed during the initial period of exploration in the same
animals (Tukey’s test, p � 0.05; n � 5).
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imals was absent. Instead, as was observed with atropine, re-
exposure to the same novel environment 48 h after CPP admin-
istration elicited a modulation of CA3 synaptic responses during
theta rhythm (Fig. 4C). This was indicated by a significant reduc-
tion of cCA3-CA3 responses on theta peaks (83 � 3% of baseline
on theta peaks vs 100 � 3% on theta troughs; F(2,8) � 17.1; p �
0.01, RM ANOVA; n � 5) and a significant reduction of medial
perforant path-CA3 responses on theta troughs (82 � 2% of
baseline on theta troughs vs 99 � 2% on theta peaks; F(2,8) �
57.11; p � 0.001; n � 5). Comparison with vehicle-treated con-
trols revealed a significant attenuation of response magnitudes
during the period of re-exposure in both cCA3-CA3 responses
(F(1,7) � 21.56; p � 0.01, n � 5; ANOVA, n � 9) and mPP-CA3
responses (F(1,7) � 39.36; p � 0.001; n � 9). Moreover, the mod-
ulation seen with re-exposure did not differ significantly from
modulation during the initial period of exploration with CPP for
both cCA3-CA3 responses (F(1,4) � 3.0; p � 0.05, RM ANOVA;
n � 5) and mPP-CA3 responses (F(1,4) � 3.0; p � 0.05, RM
ANOVA; n � 5). Thus, habituation was not observed with re-
exposure to the novel environment when 3 mg/kg CPP was
present during the initial period of exploration, and modulation
of intrinsic and extrinsic CA3 synaptic responses was again ob-
served after re-exposure to the environment (Fig. 4, compare A,
C). As was observed with the water vehicle, there were no signif-
icant differences in overall activity among animals treated with
CPP or vehicle during the initial period of exploration (F(1,7) �
0.57; p � 0.82, ANOVA; n � 10). Thus, CPP, in a dose reported
previously to block LTP in vivo, also blocked habituation of the
modulation of CA3 synaptic responses that normally is seen with
re-exposure. Importantly, this block of habituation was seen al-
though CPP appeared to have no effect on the modulation of CA3
synaptic responses during the initial exploration of the novel
environment.

We also determined whether the 3 mg/kg dose of CPP used
here is sufficient to block LTP induced in these afferent projec-
tions by high-frequency stimulation of cCA3-CA3 or mPP-CA3
afferents in the same animals. LTP was induced using four 0.5 s,
100 Hz trains delivered to either the cCA3 region or the medial
perforant path electrode 90 min after administration of 3 mg/kg
CPP or the water vehicle. When compared with vehicle-treated
controls, the 3 mg/kg dose blocked completely LTP induction at
medial perforant path-CA3 synapses when measured 25–30 min
post-tetanus (percent of baseline mPP-CA3 field EPSP slopes
with LTP induced with vehicle, 190 � 49%, n � 3; with 3 mg/kg
CPP, 97 � 3%, n � 3; F(1,4) � 11.21; p � 0.05, ANOVA) (Fig. 5A).
However, the 3 mg/kg dose of CPP attenuated LTP magnitude at
CA3-CA3 synapses, but this was not significant (percent of base-
line cCA3-CA3 field EPSP slopes for LTP induced with vehicle,
176 � 18%, n � 4; 3 mg/kg CPP, 144 � 26%, n � 4; F(1,6) � 0.72;
p � 0.05, ANOVA) (Fig. 5B). In addition, a potentiation of cCA3-
CA3 responses �50% was seen in two of four animals. Thus,
whereas 3 mg/kg of CPP blocks mPP-CA3 LTP induction, this
same dose only attenuated cCA3-CA3 LTP induction in behaving
animals.

Together, these data indicate that administration of an
NMDAR antagonist before initial exploration of a novel environ-
ment, in a dose that blocks medial perforant path LTP, blocks the
habituation of CA3 synaptic modulation usually seen with re-
exploration of a novel environment. Importantly, unlike atro-
pine, CPP blocked habituation without altering the modulation
of CA3 synaptic responses seen during the initial period of ex-
ploring the novel environment. Thus, it is unlikely that CPP
blocked habituation by altering theta rhythm or the modulatory

process itself. Rather, some other NMDAR-dependent process
appears necessary for the habituation of this modulatory effect.

Discussion
We report here that, during the initial exploration of novel envi-
ronments, CA3 synaptic responses from distinct CA3 afferents
are differentially modulated during theta rhythm. This finding, in
addition to other behavioral studies (Rogers and Kesner, 2003;
Hunsaker et al., 2007), supports the predictions of specific mod-
els of hippocampal operation (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Kunec et al.,
2005). In these models, at the peak of local CA3 theta rhythm,
extrinsic inputs from the entorhinal cortex via the perforant path
to the CA3 region are favored because of an attenuation of intrin-
sic CA3-CA3 transmission. This could allow for extrinsic inputs
from the entorhinal afferents to dominate CA3 input during en-
coding, while simultaneously minimizing interactions among
CA3 neurons and interference from previously encoded associa-
tions among strengthened CA3-CA3 synapses (Hasselmo et al.,
2002; Kunec et al., 2005). Conversely, during theta troughs, in-
trinsic CA3-CA3 inputs are favored because of the attenuation of

Figure 5. Induction of LTP in medial perforant path-CA3 synapses, but not cCA3-CA3 syn-
apses, is blocked by 3 mg/kg of the NMDA receptor antagonist CPP. LTP was induced by high
frequency stimulation (four 0.5 s 100 Hz trains) of mPP fibers in the angular bundle or commis-
sural/associational CA3 fibers in the contralateral CA3 region while the animal was awake in its
home cage. A, Tetanization of the mPP fibers 90 min after intraperitoneal administration of the
water vehicle (E) resulted in LTP of mPP-CA3 synaptic responses (190 � 49% of baseline; n �
3). LTP of mPP-CA3 responses was blocked completely by 3 mg/kg of CPP (F) when adminis-
tered 90 min before tetanization (97� 3% of baseline; n � 3). B, Tetanization of the contralat-
eral CA3 region (cCA3) 90 min after administration of the water vehicle (E) induced LTP of
cCA3-CA3 responses (176 � 18%, n � 4), Administration of 3 mg/kg CPP reduced LTP magni-
tude (F), but not significantly (144 � 26%; n � 4), with a potentiation of field EPSP slopes
�50% observed in 2/4 animals. Calibration: A, B, 0.5 mV, 5 ms.
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extrinsic perforant path-CA3 transmission, maximizing activity
among intrinsic, recurrent CA3-CA3 inputs, and minimizing in-
terference from extrinsic inputs, favoring intrinsic CA3-CA3 ac-
tivity, pattern completion and retrieval (Hasselmo et al., 2002).

CA3 synaptic modulation habituates with familiarity
The modulation of CA3 responses during theta rhythm was ab-
sent when animals were re-exposed to the formerly novel envi-
ronment, suggesting that modulation of CA3 synaptic responses
habituates with familiarity and, thus, reflect a process related to
learning (Thiel et al., 1998). Thus the modulation of CA3 afferent
input on theta phase appears to be operative primarily during
periods of novelty, and, presumably encoding of new informa-
tion. Similarly, we reported previously that LTP at the perforant
path-dentate synapse displays enhanced magnitude and longev-
ity when induced in a novel environment, an effect that also
habituates once animals become familiar with the environment
(Davis et al., 2004). Together, these findings support the view that
the degree of novelty within an environment elicits a “mode” of
hippocampal operation during which pattern separation
(Guzowski et al., 2004; Lee and Kesner, 2004; Lee et al., 2004;
Leutgeb et al., 2004; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004), synaptic
plasticity (Davis et al., 2004; Meeter et al., 2004), and encoding
are favored (Davis et al., 2004). Thus, the modulation of CA3
synaptic responses during theta rhythm is associated with novelty
and, thus, appears to be operative primarily during learning and,
thus, may reflect encoding processes within the hippocampus.

The modulation of CA3 afferents involves atropine-sensitive
theta rhythm
If the modulation of CA3 input during theta rhythm reflects a
process involved in the encoding of memory, then blocking this
process should also block learning and, thus, would be reflected
by the absence of habituation normally observed after re-
exposure. This was observed here, where the cholinergic antago-
nist atropine sulfate, given before the initial exploration of a novel
environment, blocked the modulation of CA3 synaptic input
usually observed when animals explore a novel environment for
the first time. However, re-exposure to the same environment
explored in the presence of atropine elicited modulation of CA3
synaptic inputs, as though the environment were novel and ex-
plored for the first time. This indicates that atropine not only
blocked the modulation of CA3 responses, but elicited synaptic
modulation upon re-exposure to same environment 48 h later.
Thus atropine, by blocking CA3 modulation during theta
rhythm, also blocked encoding, resulting in a modulation of CA3
synaptic responses 48 h later, as though the environment were
“novel” and explored for the first time. Importantly, equivalent
doses of atropine are amnestic, and impair performance on tasks
dependent on hippocampal function (Singh et al., 1974; Hagan et
al., 1986).

The modulation of CA3 inputs observed in novel environ-
ments was blocked by atropine at a dose that blocks type 2 theta
rhythm (Fox et al., 1983). However, theta rhythm was still ob-
served in the CA3 region in the presence of atropine. Thus, the
modulation of CA3 synaptic inputs appears to involve atropine-
sensitive (type 2) theta rhythm, rather than atropine-insensitive
type 1 theta rhythm. Thus, the modulation of CA3 afferent input
involves type 2 theta rhythm, associated with stimulus process-
ing, arousal, and associative learning (Sainsbury et al., 1987; Sei-
denbecher et al., 2003). Type 2 theta rhythm also is reported to
habituate with repeated stimuli (Irmis et al., 1970; Whishaw and
Vanderwolf, 1973; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Thus, the habitua-

tion of CA3 afferent modulation observed here may reflect the
habituation of atropine-sensitive (type 2) theta rhythm with re-
exploration. However, this was not discernable in measures of
EEG, as mean theta frequency, frequency of maximal power, and
percent theta did not differ significantly among novel and famil-
iar environments (all p values � 0.05).

NMDAR antagonists block habituation without altering the
modulation during theta rhythm
If LTP occurring during CA3 theta peaks contributes to encod-
ing, as postulated by Kunec et al. (2005), blocking LTP induction
with an NMDA receptor antagonist also would be expected to
prevent learning. This would be reflected in the absence of habit-
uation typically seen with re-exposure. In these studies, a dose of
the NMDAR antagonist CPP effective in blocking medial per-
forant path-CA3 LTP induction had no effect on the modulation
of CA3 afferents during theta generated during initial explora-
tion. However, when tested 48 h later, a modulation of CA3 in-
puts was again observed, and the habituation of theta modulation
normally seen with re-exposure to the environment was absent.
Thus, the modulation of CA3 inputs with initial exposure was
unaffected by CPP, but, as seen with atropine, re-exposure to the
same novel environment again elicited a modulation of CA3 in-
puts during theta, as if the environment were novel, and animals
were exploring the environment for the first time. Thus, CPP, in
a dose that effectively blocked mPP-CA3 LTP induction, blocked
the habituation of CA3 synaptic modulation normally observed
after re-exposure.

Importantly, CPP blocked habituation of theta modulation
without altering theta modulation of CA3 inputs. In contrast,
atropine blocked both the modulation of CA3 responses during
initial exploration, and the habituation usually observed with
re-exposure to the now-familiar environment. This suggests at-
ropine prevented habituation by blocking the CA3 modulatory
process itself, possibly by blocking type 2 theta, whereas CPP
blocked habituation via blocking NMDA receptor-dependent
processes unrelated to theta or the modulation of CA3 afferent
inputs. One possibility is that CPP blocked NMDAR-dependent
LTP thought necessary for encoding (Hasselmo et al., 2002;
Kunec et al., 2005). This is supported by the present findings
indicating that CPP blocked both medial perforant path-CA3
LTP and the habituation of theta modulation usually observed
with re-exposure. Interestingly, although LTP at CA3-CA3 syn-
apses was only attenuated by CPP, this dose effectively blocked
LTP at medial perforant path-CA3 synapses, offering support for
the specific theoretical assertion that LTP induced in extrinsic
(perforant path) CA3 afferents during local theta peaks is critical
for encoding (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Kunec et al., 2005).

Retrieval during theta may “append” or “update”
stored information
Although the modulation of CA3 afferents by theta phase ob-
served in novel environments suggests a role for this effect in
encoding, retrieval also is suggested to involve the modulation of
afferents during theta rhythm (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Kunec et al.,
2005). However, our findings indicate that CA3 responses are not
modulated during retrieval, as modulation was absent when an-
imals were re-exposed to the novel environment, when retrieval
would be expected. However, this does not rule out a role for
theta in retrieval processes. It remains possible that the synaptic
dynamics necessary for retrieval on theta troughs may occur else-
where, such as the CA1 region, the entorhinal cortex (EC), or
among EC-CA1 or EC-EC projections (Hasselmo, 2005).
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It is also possible that the dominance of CA3-CA3 synapses on
theta troughs may reflect a retrieval process, albeit one that oc-
curs only in conjunction with encoding of new information. Such
a process could integrate encoding and retrieval, allowing an “ap-
pending” or “updating” of older information with the encoding
of new, related information (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Kunec et al.,
2005). This might explain some aspects of the “reconsolidation”
effect observed after recall of associative memory tasks (Przybys-
lawski and Sara, 1997; Debiec et al., 2002; Tronel et al., 2005;
Morris et al., 2006; Artinian et al., 2007). With reconsolidation,
previously learned tasks, when recalled, once again become labile
and sensitive to disruption by protein synthesis inhibition (Przy-
byslawski and Sara, 1997; Debiec et al., 2002; Tronel et al., 2005;
Morris et al., 2006). Perhaps reconsolidation may reflect an en-
coding process that “appends” or “updates” previously acquired
information when novel, task-relevant information is present
during recall, a process that might be mediated by the theta mod-
ulation observed here (Kunec et al., 2005; Tronel et al., 2005;
Morris et al., 2006; Rossato et al., 2006). Previous studies support
this interpretation, indicating the sensitivity of recalled hip-
pocampal tasks to disruption is most apparent when additional,
novel stimuli are present during recall (Biedenkapp and Rudy,
2004; Tronel et al., 2005; Morris et al., 2006; Rossato et al., 2006).

These data indicate that atropine-sensitive theta rhythm in-
fluences the magnitude of intrinsic and extrinsic CA3 afferents in
a phase-specific manner. This effect habituates with familiarity,
and NMDA receptors are required for this effect, suggesting a
learning process that involves both type 2 theta rhythm and
NMDA receptor activation. Together, these findings offer sup-
port for models of Hasselmo et al. (1995, 2002) implicating theta
phase modulation of CA3 afferents, together with LTP, as a pro-
cess that could parcel information storage and retrieval (Kunec et
al., 2005). This process also may mediate recall with new encod-
ing, allowing for the updating or integration, and possibly the
reconsolidation of information stored previously in the hip-
pocampal CA3-CA3 network.
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